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CCT Led Lighting Concept
Since 2005 TECNOLED is synonymous with design, technology and high quality. With the slogan " TECNOLED,
makes the difference between LEDs" the italian company confirms the commitment to developing increasin-
gly highly performing, exclusive products and systems for led lighting.

www.tecnoled.passweb.it

The new platform TECNOLED STORE is now availa-
ble! There, you can learn more about Tecnoled

products aimed at the after-market. An active tool
that allows the company to constantly update the
items catalogue, indicating their availability, price
and specifications.

Words Andrea Cattaneo

Over the years, Tecnoled has proposed
several products which have found
their application on the recreational

vehicles of the largest European and non-
European manufacturers. For the next sea-
son, the Florence-based company has in
store not only brand-new products, but also
an innovative lighting concept called "CCT
Led Lighting Concept". With the led lighting
advent, the shade choice-related problem,
equally affecting manufacturers and final
users, emerged as there were no longer stan-
dard shades like those offered by halogen
light or fluorescent lamps but a definitely
wider choice. The Led lighting, in fact, allows
you to choose from warm, neutral and cool
white shades, and have a further differentia-
tion between these, due to the type of selec-
tion of the LED itself. The light color is very
subjective and currently choosing the most
appropriate by taking into account the cell
interior’s color is always a compromise that

never fully satisfies the final user. Tecnoled
offers a complete and innovative solution
with a complete range of products: ceiling
fittings, spotlights, linear lamps and strip led
with technology CCT. All our led modules,
already adopted for our products, are now
available with new double-chip leds, a single
led to obtain both warm and cool light,
which, controlled by a control unit, allows
the constant adjustment of the luminous flux
shade, ranging from the 2700K warm white
to 6500K cool white; this means that on
each vehicle the user can adjust the color of
the light produced by the various lighting

devices by choosing the most pleasant
shade. Besides, he/she can change it any
time by means of the control device that
mixes the two led-generated luminous flu-
xes; for example, one will be able to choose
the intermediate color of 4000K neutral
white.  An innovative concept that surely will
facilitate the technical and style depar-
tments’ work of any motorhomes and cara-
vans manufacturer, let alone optimize pro-
duction and stock processes. A true marke-
ting opportunity that can value, by introdu-
cing them in the most appropriate way, this
new on-board technology in its vehicles.

Visit us at the Caravan 
Salon in Düsseldorf
Hall 13 Booth D59

Contact us: infoRV@thule.com
Bring your life
thule.com
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Thule Omnistor 5200
The new standard for RV awnings
WALL MOUNTING 

The Thule Omnistor 5200 perfectly fits any type of 
vehicle. Its design and look match the contemporary 
recreational vehicle designs and is better integrated
on the vehicle sides. The awning is up to 3% lighter
than its predecessor and is available in 7 lengths from 
1.92m to 4.52m with a maximum projection of 2.50m. 

Anodised White Anthracite

CASSETTE FINISHES Perfect fabric tension. Sturdy spring arms with patented 
tension arms ensure a perfectly tensioned awning fabric and 
increase the wind-resistance.

Thule Tent/LED Mounting Rail. An optional tent rail for the 
Thule Omnistor 5200 to cover the gap under the awning which 
means that the wall adapters are no longer visible.

Quick release support legs. The support legs are very easy to 
unlock and store by operating them at the outside and no longer 
at the center of the awning.

New - Thule Motor Kit. The optional 220 VAC motor with remote 
control allows you to open the awning without any effort (+2kg).
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• Smart Panels
Thule Sun Blockers G2 - Thule Rain Blockers G2 - Thule Windscreen
• Tents
Thule Panorama - Thule Residence G2 - Thule QuickFit - Thule EasyLink
See: www.thule.com/en/gb/motorhome-caravan-accessories
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